
A short guide to help you if it is your first time in Paris! 
 

Arriving in Paris 
 
Charles de Gaulle (CDG) airport is further outside the city so to get into Paris you can 
take a taxi (50-55 euros), the RER B train (~4 euros), or the Le Bus Direct (14- 20 
euros). 
 

 Beware of fake taxis! There are often people at CDG who will approach you near 
the baggage claim or the exits asking if you need a taxi but they are not real taxi drivers 
and will try to scam you for more money for a ride into Paris. Make sure not to engage 
them and only get a taxi from the official line outside of the airport. There are fixed 
prices for taxis into the city and you should pay no more that 55 euros for this. 
 
Getting around Paris 
 
Your best deal is to buy a “carnet” which is a pack of 10 individual ride tickets for about 
14 euros. These tickets work for the metro within Paris but to go further outside the city 
(e.g. the airport) you need to buy the RER ticket. The metro is easy to use but beware 
of pick-pockets! 
 
Gilet Jaunes Protests 
 
As of now, there are still regular demonstrations of Gilet Jaunes (Yellow Jackets) every 
Saturday and while they typically aren’t violent towards civilians, you should take 
caution. Most of the activity takes place at the Champs Elysees on Saturday 
afternoon/evening so avoid that area while the demonstrations are occuring. Paris is still 
safe otherwise and in general these protests should not affect you! 
 
Some helpful French phrases 
 
Merci beaucoup = Thank you very much 
Non merci = No thank you 
S'il vous plaît = Please 
Pardon = Excuse me 
Où sont les toilettes = Where are the bathrooms? 
Parlez-vous anglais/espagnol = Do you speak English/Spanish? 
Entrée = Entrance  Sortie = Exit 


